
Reception at “Celebration of Swiss-Japanese FTEPA”

Swiss Confederation (Zurich)

■ Outline

Location (City) :
Date :

Swiss Confederation (Zurich)
Thursday October 29th, 2009, 17:45-21:00

Name of Event :   Celebration of Swiss-Japanese FTEPA
Venue                  :
Host                     :

ETH Zurich (Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zurich)
Embassy of Japan in Switzerland (hereinafter referred to as the Embassy), 
Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries of Japan, Swiss - Japanese Chamber of 
Commerce, Japanese Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Zurich

Attendees    : Approximately 270 guests
（Swiss government dignitaries, members of the economic sector, members of the press, 
members of the food industry, members of the Japanese corporate community）

Overview : （１） The reception celebrating the Japan Switzerland Economic Partnership Agreement which
was concluded in September of this year was held, co-hosted by the Swiss-Japanese 
Chamber of Commerce and the Japanese Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Zurich,
and a promotion was held of food products that had received a reduction in customs duties 
on import into Switzerland as a result of this agreement. Even Ichiro Komatsu, Ambassador 
of Japan to Switzerland, in his speech interwove specific examples of how each product 
could be matched with Swiss culture. In regard to the tasting, each individual product was 
presented as per its recognisability in Switzerland, using the methods given below.

（i） In the Miso corner, a selection of different miso was presented, and guests were shown 
how miso could be used in a variety miso dishes. The official chef to the Ambassador 
gave a demonstration of cooking with miso, and gave an effective introduction on actual 
miso cooking methods. 

（ii） In the Fruits corner, the use of high quality Japanese fruit as a gift was introduced using a 
display of fruit as luxury gifts.

(iii) Matcha was served in matcha crepes, thus demonstrating how it could also be used as an 
ingredient in desserts. 

（iv） In the Drinks corner, the embassy staff gave an explanation of Japanese sake, shochu
and Japanese green tea, leading to a conscious understanding of each individual beverage.

（２）The following multiple steps were taken to lead to future purchasing activity. 
（i） Recipes (English, German and French）used on the day were distributed at the venue.

These recipes can also be downloaded from the embassy website. 
Further, during his speech, Ambassador Komatsu referred to “Cheese miso fondue”, 
in reference to the traditional Swiss dish, and in response to the large number of inquiries,
a recipe was created and is also now available from the embassy website. 
HP:  http://www.ch.emb-japan.go.jp/nihonshoku_promotion_at_eth.htm

（ii） An area was set up for booths from Japanese food stores and Japanese food trade-related   
companies. 

（iii) The JETRO Desk provided information as to where Japanese food products could be 
purchased. 
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■ Menu

Menu Foods used Supplier Area of Production

Stir fry with celery and Miso Shinshu Miso Hikari Miso Co., Ltd. Nagano Prefecture

Miso flavor chicken Saikyo Miso Kantoya miso fermentation & Co. Kyoto Prefecture

Miso flavor Mozzarella Organic White Miso Masuyamiso Co., LTD Hiroshima Prefecture

Pasta with Miso  flavor sauce Shinshu Miso Hikari Miso Co., Ltd. Nagano Prefecture

Eggplant with Miso  sauce Jyo-hatcho Miso, Goshozakura Kantoya miso fermentation & Co. Kyoto Prefecture

Matcha Sasaki Green Tea Co., Ltd. Shizuoka Prefecture

Candied Chestnuts Odakishouten Co., Ltd Ibaraki Prefecture

Melons
Shizuokaken 　Muskmelon
Growers　Cooperative Association Shizuoka Prefecture

Persimmons Kihoku-kawakami Agriculturaｌ
Cooperative Society

Wakayama Prefecture

Japanese Pears Kochi Prefecture Horticultural
Federation

Kochi Prefecture

Apples Ichiban Co., Ltd Nagano Prefecture

Semi-dried Persimmons Kihoku-kawakami Agriculturar
Cooperative Society

Wakayama Prefecture

Fukamushi Sencha OHKURAEN Co., Inc. Shizuoka Prefecture

Keiryu Asashibori  Shuppin
Chozoushu

Endo Brewery Inc. Nagano Prefecture

Ginrei Gassan Daiginjo (UEDAYA) Gassan Sake Brewery Co., Ltd. Yamagata Prefecture

Tamba-yamanami NISHIYAMA SHUZOJO Co., ltd Hyogo Prefecture

Kotamba NISHIYAMA SHUZOJO Co., ltd Hyogo Prefecture

Kurotamba NISHIYAMA SHUZOJO Co., ltd Hyogo Prefecture

Japanese Beverage

Japanese Fruits

Green tea flavor crepe
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（Menu Strip）
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Display of Crown Melon and Niitaka Pear

Guests at food tasting corner

Fruits and Matcha green tea crepe

Tasting

Menu
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Speech from the first half of the reception
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■ Photos of the Event

Cooking demonstrationCooking demonstration corner

Food tasting corner

Distributing promotional materials

Sake tasting corner
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（１）There were many comments saying “I had heard of miso soup, however I did not know that it could be used in 
other types of cooking.”

（２）There were many comments saying “The explanation given during the demonstration of how to use miso was     
very easy to understand”, and “The dishes prepared in the demonstration were simple and tasted good, I am 
definitely going to try them at home.”

（３） During his introduction of miso, Ambassador Komatsu referred to “cheese miso fondue”, linking the traditional 
Swiss dish, and there were many inquiries regarding the recipe, demonstrating a great deal of interest. 

（４） Regarding the matcha crepes, many comments saying “I thought matcha would be bitter, however I was 
surprised it would be so delicious as a dessert” were received. 

（５） Many guests were surprised at the size of the Niitaka pears.
（６） The awareness of Japanese sake was much higher than anticipated, with many guests coming to enjoy the 

sake.   
（７） Many guests took home copies of the recipes used on the day. 

（１）At the reception to celebrate the implementation of the Japan Switzerland Economic Partnership Agreement, 
through the highly effective visual representation of the merits of this agreement, we were able to successfully 
promote the Japanese food products that have received privileges, such as the lifting of customs taxes and so 
on, under this agreement.

（２）Using miso, a fundamental condiment in Japanese food, as the theme, the demonstration by the official chef 
to the Ambassador gave an easy-to-understand introduction to cooking with miso using Swiss ingredients in a        
variety of dishes. As a result, guests were impressed with the high versatility of miso.

（３）The distribution of the recipes in English, German and French was very well received, with many guests taking 
them home.
This shows that this event stirred up a great deal of interest in Japanese food among the guests, and we are 
hoping that this will lead to a popularization of Japanese food products in the future.
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■ Results
Response of Guests

■ Impression of the Ambassador of Japan in Switzerland
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